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Q1 2018 — Mar / Apr

Q2 2018 — May / Jun

Q3 2018 — Sep / Oct

Q4 2018 — Nov / Dec

FOCUS THE TRAVEL ISSUE

FOCUS FACES TO WATCH

FOCUS INTERNATIONAL STYLE

Features, travelogues, photo essays and
in-depth guides to the hottest cities, most
unspoiled destinations and transformative
experiences for 2018. Including updates from
Athens, Victoria, Buenos Aires and NYC.

Be they chronographs, moon phases,
minute-repeaters or elegant evening
watches: we assess the world of
timepieces with an updated appraisal
from the home of timekeeping.

CRUISE AWAY

NEW FOR 2018

Style transcends sartorial desires to
become an intrinsic part of the world
around us – a look at the destinations,
locales and international tastemakers
who possess that special something
we all seek.

FOCUS CELEBRATING THE
SEASON

From unique routes with decadently spacious
cabins to our favourite on-board accessories,
a shortlist of the best ships and itineraries to
entice the most distinguished cruiser.

DISPATCH

NEW FOR 2018
GREAT DRIVES
In every edition of DEPARTURES, a just-released
model takes to the tarmac in one of the
world’s most driveable locations. In this issue,
a drive through Japan’s southern island of
Kyushu.

Caribbean Update: Following the
devastating hurricane season that
was, an assessment on the state of
the region with informed opinion and
on-the-ground synopsis on where to
go, when to go and how to go.

A de rigeur outline of what to buy him,
her and anyone with glamour and style
– the fashions, accessories and looks
to covet for the festive season and
beyond.

Plus in profile: the beauty and grooming
products to invest in for your best self.

Plus, experiences that will enliven the
season, be it at home or abroad.

NEW FOR 2018

NEW FOR 2018

DISPATCH

DISPATCH

Indian Ocean News: From the shores
of Mauritius to the coast of Sri Lanka
and the beaches of Thailand, the latest
on all you need to know before you
book.

Bali & Indonesia: Perennial favourites,
the islands and waters of Java, Banda,
Suva, Bali and Flores are abuzz with
news and happenings.
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